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We consider the phenomenon of the Andreev reflection of “hadrons” at
the interface between hadronic and color superconducting phases, which are
expected to appear in the neutron star interior. Here, hadrons are defined
as a superposition of constituent quarks, each of which is Andreev-reflected.
We study, at the qualitative level, what kind of reflections are possible to
come out of incident mesons and baryons in the hadronic phase, attached
to different color superconducting phases. Then, some peculiar patterns of
the reflections are obtained.
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1. Introduction

It has been anticipated that matter at high baryon-number density (or,
equivalently, large baryon chemical potential) and/or high temperature re-
veals various interesting properties, such as quark–gluon plasma (QGP),
superfluidity of neutrons, superconductivity of protons, Bose–Einstein con-
densate of mesons, and superconductivity of quarks which is called color
superconductivity (CSC) [1]. It is believed that those states of matter can
be described by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), i.e., dynamics of quarks
(constituents of hadrons) and gluons (mediator of the interaction between
quarks). It is one of the major goals in hadron physics to comprehend what
kind of matter exists at different temperatures and chemical potentials. This
is nothing but the question of the phase diagram of QCD [2].

Elucidating the QCD phase diagram is also important from experimental
and observational points of view [3]. QCD at high temperature is intimately
connected with physics in the early universe right after the Big Bang, while
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QCD at high baryon density (and relatively small temperature) is related
to physics of compact stars such as neutron stars, hypothetical quark stars,
and even black holes. Quite recently, compact stars have been remarkable
objects since their binary systems are widely recognized as a source of the
gravitational wave signal [4].

Neutron star is supposed to have an onion-like structure with various
kinds of phases (for a review of neutron stars, see [5, 6]). This means that
there exist interfaces consisting of different phases in the neutron star inte-
rior. One of the authors studied the particle scattering happening at such
interfaces before [7] and found an interesting phenomena called Andreev re-
flection, which was originally discovered in the context of condensed matter
physics [8]. The Andreev reflection is a peculiar reflection at the metal–
superconductor interface. An incident electron in metal hits the interface,
then a hole, which carries information of the superconductor, is reflected.
This is something like when we throw a ball against a wall, the reflected
ball is not the original one, but changed with having information behind
the wall. This phenomena is intuitively interpreted as follows. When the
incident electron hits the interface, a part of its component goes into super-
conductor in the sense of quantum mechanics, namely, the wave function. If
the incident electron energy is lower than the superconducting gap, the inci-
dent electron itself is not allowed to penetrate, but possible to pass through
in the form of the Cooper pair. Then, the incident electron accompanies
another electron below the Fermi level. Consequently, a hole is reflected.

The purpose of this paper is to extend our previous study [7] to the case
with hadron–color superconductor (CSC) interface. In Section 2, we briefly
review our previous study. In Section 3, we study the Andreev reflection at
hadron/CSC interface in a systematic way. Section 4 is devoted to summary
and discussions.

2. Andreev reflection in color superconductor

The effective Hamiltonian describing quark interaction with the diquark
condensate (i.e., quark Cooper pairing) can be written at the mean-field
level [7]

H =

∫
d3x

∑
a,i

ψi†
a (−i~α · ∇ − µ)ψi

a +
∑
a,b,i,j

∆ij
ab

(
ψiT
a Cγ5ψ

j
b

)
+ h.c.

 ,
(2.1)

where ψi
a is the Dirac spinor with a, b and i, j being color and flavor indices,

respectively. C is the charge conjugation matrix and µ the quark chemical
potential. ∆ij

ab is the gap matrix. For 2 flavor color superconductivity (2SC),
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it becomes
∆ij

ab = ∆̃εijεabB , (2.2)

where i, j = u (up), d (down) and a, b = R (red), G (green). The third
direction in color space is chosen as blue (denoted by B) here. For 3 flavor
case, on the other hand, the gap matrix takes the form of

∆ij
ab = ∆εijKεabK = ∆

(
δiaδ

b
j − δibδja

)
, (2.3)

where i, j = u (up), d (down), s (strange) and a, b = R (red), G (green),
B (blue). This is the color flavor-loked (CFL) condensate [9]. The general
form of the gap matrix can be written as follows:

∆ij
ab=



0 ∆ud ∆us

∆ud 0 ∆ds

∆us ∆ds 0
0 −∆ud

−∆ud 0
0 −∆us

−∆us 0
0 −∆ds

−∆ds 0


(2.4)

in the basis of

(uR, dG, sB, dR, uG, sR, uB, sG, dB) . (2.5)

From this, one finds that for instance, a red up quark (uR) is Andreev-
reflected as a green down hole (dHG) or a blue strange hole (sHB). The Andreev
reflection of quarks is summarized in Table I.

In 2SC phase,

∆us = ∆ds = 0 , ∆ud = ∆̃ , (2.6)

while in CFL phase,
∆us = ∆ds = ∆ud = ∆ . (2.7)

The equations of motion obtained from (2.1) are so-called Bogoliubov–
de-Gennes (BdG) equations(

−i~α · ∇ − µ ∆Cγ5
∆Cγ5 i~α · ∇+ µ

)(
ψp

ψh

)
= E

(
ψp

ψh

)
. (2.8)

The BdG equations with the vanishing gap can be interpreted as those in
the free quark (FQ) phase, while with the non-vanishing one as the color
superconducting (CSC) phase.
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TABLE I

Andreev reflection of quarks.

Incident quark Reflected hole
uR dHG or sHB
uG dHR
uB sHR
dR uHG
dG uHR or sHB
dB sHG
sR uHB
sG dHB
sB uHR or dHG

Suppose here that there is a sharp interface between the FQ/CSC phases.
Then the scattering of a single quark at the interface, which comes from the
FQ phase, can be modeled as follows:

1. The interface is perpendicular to, say, the x axis and is located at
x = 0.

2. The gap is only a function of x and takes the step function form∆(x) =
∆Θ(x).

3. Region x < 0 describes the FQ phase, while region x > 0 the CSC
phase.

4. General solution of the BdG equations in each phase is obtained.

5. Boundary conditions to match the solution in each phase at x = 0 are
imposed.

As was stated in the previous section, our main interest in this paper is
to extend the above study of a single-quark scattering into the multi-quark
case, namely, the Andreev reflection between the hadronic and the CSC
phases.

3. Andreev reflection at hadron/CSC interface

In the previous section, we reviewed the scattering problem of a single
quark at the interface between free quark and color superconducting phases.
In this section, let us consider the same issue into the interface consisting of
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hadron and the CSC phases. The question is how the single-quark scattering
problem is extended to the multi-quark one. This is, in general, a very hard
problem and so far we have no clear answer. So let us make the following
assumption: quarks in the hadronic phase are not interacting with each
other, but they be always in the color-singlet states. This is the constituent
quark picture. Hadrons in here are defined as a superposition of every single
quark. So if a hadron hits the hadron/CSC interface, each quark inside the
hadron is Andreev-reflected and the only color-singlet combination is left
out of the reflected quarks.

In the case of hadron/2SC interface, the Andreev reflection of s quark
from the hadronic side does not occur because it cannot make any Cooper
pairing in 2SC phase. In the case of hadron/CFL interface, on the other
hand, s quark can make a Cooper pairing with other quarks so that the
Andreev reflection does occur. Moreover, a blue quark with any flavor cannot
make any Cooper pairing in 2SC phase. With this in mind, we shall describe
the Andreev reflection for different cases below.

3.1. Andreev reflection of mesons
3.1.1. Andreev reflection of mesons without s quarks

First of all, let us discuss the Andreev reflection of mesons without s
quarks. As such an example, we have a charged pion, π+, which consists of
a u quark and an anti-d (d̄ ) quark. Meson is always a color-singlet super-
position of red(R)–anti-red(R̄), green(G)–anti-green(Ḡ) and blue(B)–anti-
blue(B̄). So here we define “meson” having a color component a(=R, G, B)
as follows:

Ma ≡ iaj̄a , (no sum) , (3.1)

where i and j are flavor indices. Then, from the gap matrix structure (2.4)
and Table I, one easily finds that π+R (π+G) is Andreev-reflected as a hole of
π−G (π−R), respectively,

π+R = uRd̄R → (dGūG)H ≡
(
π−G
)H

, (3.2)

π+G = uGd̄G → (dRūR)H ≡
(
π−R
)H

. (3.3)

π+B , on the other hand, is not Andreev-reflected but reflected as π+B itself.
So the result is that π+ is partially Andreev-reflected and partially ordinary
reflected. Then the question is how to interpret this. To this end, we remark
that a hole is a sort of charge conjugation of a particle and could be regarded
as an anti-particle. Relying on the idea, we suppose that (π−G)H corresponds
to π+G so that π+ is consequently reflected as π+ at the hadron/2SC interface.
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In the case of hadron/CFL interface, since uB and d̄B also join the Cooper
pairing, we expect that π+B is Andreev-reflected as well. However, this is not
the case because the color-singlet state is not realized

π+B = uBd̄B → sRs̄G = × . (3.4)

Here × shows that the Andreev reflection does not occur. To summarize,
mesons without s quarks are reflected as the original ones in both 2SC and
CFL cases. See Table II.

TABLE II

Andreev reflection of pions.

Incident particle Incident (color) Reflected (color) Reflected particle

π+
R

(
π−
G

)H
π+ π+

G

(
π−
R

)H
π+

π+
B ×

π−
R

(
π+
G

)H
π− π−

G

(
π+
R

)H
π−

π−
B ×

π0
R

(
π0
G

)H
π0 π0

G

(
π0
R

)H
π0

π0
B ×

3.1.2. Andreev reflection of mesons with s quarks

Next, let us discuss the Andreev reflection of mesons with s quarks. As
such an example, we consider a charged K meson, K+ = us̄. In the case of
hadron/2SC interface, the Andreev reflections for any color component do
not occur and, therefore, K+ is reflected as the original one.

In the case of hadron/CFL interface, we see the following results:

K+
R = uRs̄R → (sBūB)H =

(
K−B
)H

, (3.5)

K+
B = uBs̄B → (sRūR)H =

(
K−R
)H

. (3.6)

On the other hand, for the green component of K+, i.e., K+
G , the Andreev

reflection does occur unlike the 2SC case, but it cannot be the color-singlet.
Consequently, K+ is reflected as K+. Lastly, we considered η meson as
an incident particle in both 2SC and CFL cases. Then we found that the
Andreev reflection for the incident η meson does not occur for any color
component. The results of this section are summarized in Table III.
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TABLE III

Andreev reflection of K mesons.

Incident particle Incident (color) Reflected (color) Reflected particle

K+
R (K−

B )H

K+ K+
G × K+

K+
B (K−

R )H

K−
R (K+

B )H

K− K−
G × K−

K−
B (K+

R )H

K0
R ×

K0 K0
G (K̄0

B)H K0

K0
B (K̄0

G)H

K̄0
R ×

K̄0 K̄0
G (K0

B)H K̄0

K̄0
B (K0

G)H

3.2. Andreev reflection of baryons

Let us move on to arguing the Andreev reflection of baryons. Since any
baryon includes one blue quark, the Andreev reflection of baryons does not
occur at hadron/2SC interface, as described in the previous subsection. So
we concentrate on the case of hadron/CFL interface below.

Let us first consider a neutron, n = udd where two of three quarks are
the same flavor ones. Then a neutron consists of a certain sum of six color-
singlet combinations

uRdGdB , uRdBdG , uGdRdB , uGdBdR , uBdRdG , uBdGdR .

From the gap matrix structure (2.4), one obtains the following results:

uRdGdB → (sBuRsG)H =
(
Ξ0
)H

, (3.7)

uRdBdG → (sBsGuR)H =
(
Ξ0
)H

, (3.8)

uGdRdB → (dRsGuG)H = × , (3.9)
uGdBdR → (dRsGuG)H = × , (3.10)

uBdRdG → (sRuGsB)H =
(
Ξ0
)H

, (3.11)

uBdGdR → (sRsBuG)H =
(
Ξ0
)H

. (3.12)
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As previously, × shows that the Andreev reflection does not occur.
Therefore in this case, an incident neutron is reflected as a hole of Ξ0 as well
as neutron and its ratio is two to one. In Table IV, the results of baryons
with 2 different flavors are summarized. Note here that unlike the case of
mesons, a hole is not interpreted as an anti-particle. We are also neglecting
the effects of finite quark masses.

TABLE IV

Baryons with two different flavors.

Incident particle Constitution Reflected particles

p uud p , (Ξ−)H

n udd n , (Ξ0)H

∆+ uud ∆+ , (Ξ−)H

∆0 udd ∆0 , (Ξ0)H

Σ+ uus Σ+ , (Σ−)H

Σ− dds Σ− , (Σ+)H

Ξ0 uss Ξ0 , (∆0)H or (n)H

Ξ− dss Ξ− , (∆+)H or (p)H

Next, let us consider baryons with 3 different flavors such as Λ = uds.
In this case,

uRdGsB → uds = (Λ)H , (3.13)
uBdRsG → sRuGdB = (Λ)H , (3.14)
uGdBsR → dRsGuB = (Λ)H , (3.15)
uRdBsG → ∗ sGdB = × , (3.16)
uGdRsB → dRuG ∗ = × , (3.17)
uBdGsR → sR ∗ uB = × . (3.18)

The reflected particles are Λ itself and its own hole (Λ)H. ∗ shows that there
are two possible reflections due to the gap matrix structure. However, in any
case, we cannot achieve the color-singlet combinations. Table V summarizes
the results.
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TABLE V

Baryons with three different flavors.

Incident particle Constitution Reflected particles

Λ uds Λ , (Λ)H

Σ0 uds Σ0 , (Σ0)H

Lastly, let us comment on the case of baryons with one flavor such as
∆++ = uuu. In this case, it easily turns out that we cannot make any
color-singlet combination. Therefore, the Andreev reflection does not occur.

4. Summary and discussions

In this paper, we were interested in the Andreev reflection at the in-
terface between hadronic and color superconducting phases. Hadrons were
defined as a superposition of constituent quarks, each of which is described
by the BdG equations. The reflected quarks (holes, indeed) must form the
color-singlet states. Based on this observation, systematic studies were per-
formed for the meson and baryon cases, respectively. Then we obtained
some peculiar patterns of reflected hadrons.

Here is some future perspective. In this study, we have not performed
any concrete computations of quantities such as reflection and transmission
probabilities as well as probability currents, which were calculated before
[7]. These will be necessary when we try to apply the results obtained here
into physics of neutron stars. Besides, we have not taken into account the
influence of magnetic field to the BdG equations in this paper. This is also
worth considering.

Furthermore, in the original paper by Andreev [8], the BdG equations
provided a nice interpretation for excitations in different phases (electrons
and holes in conductor, while quasi-articles in superconductor). How such an
interpretation works, however, is not guaranteed in the case of hadron/CSC
interfaces. This is because the system we argued here is relativistic so that
creation and annihilation of particles are possible. This suggests that we
have to consider our problem at the field theoretical level. Then the previous
work, where one of the authors joined, might give some insight [10]. This
will be reported elsewhere in the future.

The authors thank the Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics at Ky-
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“Thermal Quantum Field Theory and Their Applications” were useful to
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reading of this manuscript and useful comments.
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